










































































































































A 吾妻橋 G 小栗飛行場 M 旅所橋
B 厩 橋 H 砂 町 N 松代橋
C 両国橋 I 岩井橋 O 天神橋
D 新大橋 J 三嶋橋 P 柴原橋
E 
私語越.橋
K 大嶋橋 Q 柳島橋
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死亡地点 町 丁 名
横川橋周辺 本所横川町
伊予橋周辺 林町2・3丁目
南1 橋 周 辺 東元町，常盤町，西元町
千鳥橋周辺 亀住町，材木町



















































































ン解析JIi'総合都市研究』第5号， pp. 145-1530 
A SIMULATION ANALYSIS OF REFUGE BEHAVIOUR IN URBAN AREAS 
AFTER A STRONG EARTHQUAKE (PART 2) 
Takao Horiguchi and Shunkichi Kosaka 
Center for Urban Studies， Tokyo Metropolitan University 
Co仰prehensiveUrban Studies， No. 14， 1981， pp. 21-36 
For planning urban refuge projects， itis urgent1y needed to develop a simulation 
method of dynamic urban refuge. The following conditions are indispensable in such a 
method. 
1. Simple input data. 
2. Small number of parameters. 
3. Short computer time. 
Our simulation model (one of the mesh-divide methods) satisfies al1 of the above 
conditions. 
Ther巴fore，for an inspection of the propriety， we tried a fire-refug巴 simulation
analysis of downtown Tokyo (Honio and Fukagawa) at the time of the Great Kanto 
Earthquake (1923). 
The results were comparatively similar to the actual situation. The model proved 
useful for planning an urban refuge project. 
On the other hand， by changing several parameters， the fol1owing refuge behaviours 
weve shown. 
1. Approaching of the fire domain was the main cause of refuge. 
2. Most of the people fled from their homes in thirty minutes befor their houses 
caught fire. 
3. Most of the people escaped for the nearest refuge areas. 
4. Most of fatalities occurred at the site渇 ofbridge洛 dueto a delayed start for the 
refuge areas. 
